Terms & Conditions Drone Fusion platform
The “Terms & Conditions Drone Fusion” as outlined below provide information
as to the purpose, general functioning of the platform, data management and
user’s right and obligations . In this context the following terms are defined as
follows:
Registered user (hereinafter referred to as “User(s)”) : Any individual
representing themselves and/or an organisation who have successfully fulfilled
the registration requirements in order to be given access to the platform.
Drone Fusion platform(hereinafter referred to as “Drone Fusion”): Web
application run by Saxion University of Applied Sciences based in The
Netherlands allowing users to come in contact with each other and upload
documents/videos related to drones for the main purpose of education and
research.
The use of Drone Fusion is subject to the following terms and conditions:
1.Scope of application and purpose
Drone Fusion is a web application which purpose is to accelerate the
exchange/transfer of knowledge related to any drone activity worldwide. The
goal of this initiative through this acceleration is ultimately facilitating
education and research in order to contribute to the circular economy.
2.Operational purpose of the platform
Drone Fusion is a web application enabling users with an interest in drones to
interact, share documents/videos and connect to each other for the main
purpose of drone education and research. The platform is free to use. Access
requires that the compulsory account registration requirements have been met.
As Drone Fusion is a platform designed to bring people in contact with each
other, the fundamental principle is that through having completed the
registration, all users agree to be contacted by any other user in the course of
a legitimate request for communication, collaboration or research purpose. A
legitimate request is defined as “any attempt made by one user to another user
for purpose of sharing, communicating or collecting data about drone-related
subjects (including potential work collaboration)”.
3.Type of users
Access to Drone Fusion is open to anyone with an interest in drone-related
subjects.

4.Account registration
Account registration is compulsory for accessing the platform. Formal
acceptance of the terms and conditions, consent form and privacy statement
needs to be completed for the account registration process to be finalised and
gaining access to the platform.
5.Users interaction
Users, by agreeing with the research consent form, formerly consent to be
potentially contacted by other users for purpose of sharing knowledge,
collaborating or being asked to participate voluntarily into research activities.
The spirit of such interaction is based on trust and goodwill of communicating
around the subject of drones. Should any user be the subject of repeated and
unwanted communication by any other user for reasons considered abusive by
the other including commercial purposes of selling products/services (and/or
any other reasons deemed in breach with the platform’s intentions related to
education and research as outlined in clause 1 and 2 of the “Terms &
conditions Drone Fusion platform”) he/she should report the offending user to
the moderator (see under Moderation). Drone Fusion reserves the right to
revoke access to Drone Fusion ,through the cancellation of their account, to
any user failing to have followed the “Terms & conditions Drone Fusion
platform”. Repeated and unwanted communication is defined as “ Any
continuing communication using whatever means available on the platform
from one user to another although the receiving user has indicated in writing
(using whatever means available on the platform via the chat function and/or
by email) that he/she has no interest in furthering any communication with that
other sending user”
6.Users data
Drone Fusion collects data of users for the main purpose of creating a public
profile which will help other users to identify opportunities for collaboration,
communication or research. Data collected can be used for research and
education purposes or for purpose of improving the services provided on Drone
Fusion but will not in any way be used nor shared for the purpose of financial
transactions with third parties. The data management of the data collected for
account registration purposes falls under the general data privacy statement of
Saxion University of Applied Sciences, details of how the user data is managed
can be found at https://www.saxion.edu/about-saxion/privacy-policy . Users
can update the data on their profile at anytime via the log in settings. Users
can make use of the user data collected on Drone Fusion for research
purposes on the basis that they have formerly registered under the Alliance of
drones academic researchers and that they fulfil the requirements as per the
research request form (user need to be employed by a bona fide university

/school/research institute, valid reason for the requested data, research
details). To enquire about this possibility please contact Drone Fusion, see
details below at the end of this document.
Examples when registration data may be used by Drone Fusion (including/but
not limited to email address or selected profile tags):




Sending Drone Fusion information relevant to the running of your
account
Responding to inquiries and/or other questions
Sending emails related to education (e.g. call for joint curriculum
development) or research (e.g. survey participation, call for papers)

7.User profile
User profile is critical to the functioning of Drone Fusion by allowing any
other user to identify what users do and in what way they can
share/collaborate together. Hence, many of the choices during registration
are compulsory. The non compulsory choices are also important to give the
total picture of what the user does or is interested in, we encourage users to
fill in both compulsory and non compulsory requirements to have the highest
level of details in the user’s profile.
8.Liability
Users are solely responsible for the documents and videos they may upload on
Drone Fusion and will do so on the basis that they either own the rights to the
content and/or that the content is otherwise publicly available and/or free of
such rights. No rights can be derived from Drone Fusion in case users abuse
anyone’s rights by uploading contents for which they have no rights.
Drone Fusion accepts no liability for the incompleteness or inaccuracy of the
data from the user’s profile nor for any data uploaded by users. Each user is
responsible for uploading correct and accurate data.
9.Moderation
Although Drone Fusion cannot formerly check nor is intending to check the
quality of the data uploaded, a moderator will evaluate the rightfulness of the
content to be uploaded on Drone Fusion to prevent any gross misuse of the
site (e.g uploading racist or sexually tinted material). This moderation process
might delay the uploading of the content. We expect that this process will not
take longer than one hour, should you experience any difficulties in uploading
any content and/or would like to know why your content does not show after an

hour, please send a mail to t.j.m.tartarin@saxion.nl so that we can find a
response to this situation. Should any user be found to upload inappropriate
content on Drone Fusion, the user’s account will be terminated with immediate
effect without further investigation. We advise strongly not to share your log in
details with anyone and keep these in a safe place to prevent possible
malicious usage from third parties.

10.Termination of the account
Once registered any user can terminate its account to Drone Fusion and have
all personal data present in the profile removed by simply sending a mail at
t.j.m.tartarin@saxion.nl A confirmation will be sent to confirm the termination
of the account. Data such as documents/videos uploaded by any user during
the course of their legitimate use of Drone Fusion, prior to their account
revocation, will remain on Drone Fusion although their account has been
terminated.
11. Revisions
These “Terms & Conditions Drone Fusion” have been issued on 1st March 2022.
Drone Fusion reserves the right to change the “Terms & Conditions Drone Fusion
Platform” at any time to address possible changes which might affect the conditions
under which users have registered and enjoy the use of Drone Fusion in accordance
with the applicable laws. Should Drone Fusion makes such changes a communication
will be sent to users to bring their attention to the changes and possible consequences
for the running of their account.

Contacting Drone Fusion
Should you have any questions/feedback regarding the “Terms & Conditions Drone
Fusion”, the research consent form or Saxion privacy statement, we invite you to send
us a mail at: t.j.m.tartarin@saxion.nl
Postal address: Saxion University of Applied Sciences, School of Finance & Accounting,
Business Models research group, Drone Fusion (for the attention of Thierry Tartarin)
Handelskade 75, 7417 DH Deventer, The Netherlands
Telephone: 0031612479021
List of drone applications provided for registration is inspired by the list developed by
Blyenburgh & Co from the report “ The professional drone operations market”
available at www.rps-info.com

